
EVENT PAPER HURDLING

Hurdling, sport in athletics (track and field) in which a runner races over a series The hurdling events combine sprinting
with negotiating a series of obstacles.

When approaching the first hurdle, athletes try to avoid stutter stepping a term used to refer to the cutting of
stride length before reaching a hurdle. The metre race, run occasionally, has 10 low hurdles  Slingo, Mark.
However, hurdling contains an impressive and interesting history and continues to be one of the most popular
events at the Olympics. It also presents club athletes with greater and cheaper opportunities to participate in
athletics meetings abroad. This makes a fluid movement between each stage of the race. Spring hurdles. This
enables recovery of some of the energy expended in the flight. Athletics Training sessions at Pembroke,
Marsa, and Imriehel. There is no penalty for hitting a hurdle provided this is not judged deliberate. In the
meter event for men, the hurdles measure 1. Croome of Oxford University about , when he went over the
hurdle with one leg extended straight ahead at the same time giving a forward lunge of the trunk, the basis of
modern hurdling technique. Athletes attack the hurdle by launching at it from 6â€”7 feet away depending on
runner's closing speed ; the lead leg extended yet slightly bent because a straight leg leads to more time over
the hurdle so that the heel just narrowly clears the barrier's height. Instead of using batons, the runners waiting
for their teammate to finish must wait until their teammate gets to a certain point to begin their part of the race.
Disciplines that make up athletics are the jumps, the throws, sprinting and endurance running events. For
example, in , American Rod Milburn had won gold medals in the meter hurdle race nine consecutive
The'Meeting of May following athletes will be open to members of the EAP Maltese and foreign , other
foreign athletes who are not members of the EAP, as well as all local athletes, both in category Youth great as
well. In all events other than the meter hurdles, the runners line up on a single start line. The first hurdle is set 
If a hurdler four-steps, they will have to switch lead legs at each hurdle. The Games initially began with meter
hurdles and in introduced the meter hurdles. Sprint hurdles technique. The objective is to minimize
center-of-gravity deviation from normal sprinting and reduce time spent flying through the air. It was not until
the first modern Olympic Games in when hurdles were introduced to the world. After its introduction,
hurdling was mainly recognized as an event for men only. If the start wasn't staggered and there were a single
un-staggered finish line, the runner in the innermost lane would have the greatest distance advantage, and
runners on the outer lines would be disadvantaged, with the runner on the outmost line having the greatest
distance to travel -- in effect, creating an event where each runner would need to complete a distance different
from all others. Generally, the efficient hurdler spends the minimum amount of time and energy going
vertically over the hurdle, thus achieving maximum speed in the horizontal race direction down the track. The
first hurdle is set 13 meters from the starting line. If the hurdler goes to high, precious time is wasted. Surely
the'meeting of Malta following May will help, inter alia, to the Maltese athletes who will form part of the
Maltese team for the Small Nations Games in , and can also is the first step for young athletes who aspire to
participate in the same game to be held in Malta in  If they go too low, then there may be a disruption in their
rhythm. Men run the metre high hurdles over 10â€¦ Hurdling probably originated in England in the early 19th
century, where such races were held at Eton College about  Their hands must be behind the start line. The 1
and 3 runners on the team will run in one direction down one specific lane and the 2 and 4 runners will run in
the opposite direction in the other lane. There are 8. This means that three large steps are taken in between all
of the hurdles. Experimentation with numbers of steps between hurdles led to a conventional step pattern for
hurdlersâ€”3 steps between each high hurdle, 7 between each low hurdle, and usually 15 between each
intermediate hurdle.


